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Strategy 8

The Don’t-Wanter is a Key to Many Transactions
There is a basic difference between an exchange and a sale.

SITUATION 1. The motivations in a regular sale are hidden within the cash in the transaction.  While 
everyone values cash in a different way, it is still a common denominator.  In an ex-
change, where there is no cash or minimal cash, then the desires of the participants 
are often very visible.

2. There is another very significant factor in an exchange that is often either visible or 
just below the surface.  The motivation of the participants can be on either the front 
side of the exchange (what they are receiving) or on the back side (what they are 
getting out of).

3. When there is a high degree of motivation on the back side of the exchange, that 
participant is said to be a Don’t-Wanter.  From my experience this is the key to many 
exchanges.  He is highly motivated and brokers will often state that this person is a 
number eight (on a scale of 10) Don’t-Wanter.

POSSIBLE 
SOLUTION

1. In counseling with people it is important to get at the key reason they are transact-
ing business when you are considering a structured transaction and not a normal 
sale.  If you can uncover the person’s Don’t-Want, why he wants out of the property, 
you have found the key to the transaction. Now it is a matter of finding the opposite 
side and putting it together and you will have a completed transaction.

2. Note the difference in the backside motivation between the following examples:
a. A person losing his property to a foreclosure scheduled to be complete in 30 

days.
b. A free and clear house rented at a high rate.
c. A person who has just inherited a motel a thousand miles away in a very bad 

section of a city and the person has no understanding of how to run same.
d. A wealthy person owning an industrial building leased for 20 years to Coca 

Cola.
3. Numbers 1 & 3 are highly motivated on the backside of the exchange and would be 

considered as a high number Don’t-Wanter, maybe a 10 on “a” and a seven on “c”.  
They definitely want out of what they own.  The higher the number the easier the 
deal is to get together


